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1.

Teen Politics
·

Eliminations

12th December 2008

·

Comparing

12th-18th December 2008

·

Voting

18th December2008

2

The Aviator

15th December 2008

3

Mock Stock Exchange

16th December 2008

4

Launch of “Horizons” Magazine

16th December 2008

1.

Teen Politics: This highly successful event was newly introduced this year to test the leadership,
management, commitment, and team working skills of the students. After exercising their grey
matter in the elims, five teams selected for the finals were given a social cause on which they
campaigned throughout the college by sticking charts and flyers and convincing people and
ensured that awareness of their social cause was made to the students. On the voting day,
around a thousand students voted for their candidate.

2.

The Aviator: This exciting even allowed the participants to manage an airline company. They
had to connect different cities of the world (subject to interesting conditions) in such a way so as
to maximize their profits. This gave them training in timing and planning skills required for any
management business.

3.

Mock Stock Exchange: In the Mock Stock Exchange also known as the ‘Bulls & Bears’, our very
own version of the NASDAQ or Dalal Street, the stock market was virtually brought to the
students in a realistic yet lucid form. There was actual trading of shares & bullion in a simulated
environment. IPO of shares, De-Merger of company and many more facets that practically exist
in the stock market were very professionally incorporated in this event. The teams contested
very tenaciously amidst high-voltage drama.

4.

Horizons: This year’s official magazine of the Planning Forum-”Horizons” was launched on the
16th by our Vice-Principal Mrs. Vijayam Iyer. The magazine has been specially customized to
cater primarily to the interests and needs of the students, and to provide them with a dais to
manifest their literary genius. Free copies of the magazine were distributed to all the teachers
and students of the college. A horizon not only won accolades from the students but was also
loved by the teachers.
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